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DRAWING OFFICE 

ZEBRA PEN (U.K.) 
Designed with a matt black barrel with a ringed fmger 

grip, Zebra's Drafix pencil set comprises. a mechanical 
self-loading pencil set for personal and techmcal use match
ing eraser pen and lead dispenser. Lead diameters available 
are 0.3mm, O.Smm. 0.7mm, and 0.9mm. There is an adjust
able lead grade indicator in the barrel and a built-in eraser. 
Cost: £1.95. The Drafix plastic eraser is held in a pen-shaped 
barrel and costs 95p. Refills are available for both. The lead 
dispenser at £2.25 allows the 40 leads to 'pop up' singly so 
that they can be dispensed without breaking. 

Zebra Pen (UK) has extended its Drafix range of tech
nical writing instruments with a drawing pen in five line 
widths and three colours. It uses light fast, waterproof 
pigment ink in black, blue and red in line widlhs ofO.lmm, 
0.2mm, 0.3mm, 0.5mm. and 0.6mm. And its price is £1.45. 

EDDING DISPOSABLE PENS 

Edding has launched a trio of disposable pens: the 2100 
Signpen Fineliner, the 2150 Rollingpen, and the 2109 Tee
tip Mircoroller. It costs 74p +VAT. The Rollingpen (77p 
+ VA1) has a 0.5mm tip for continuous ink flow, especially 
recommended for clean line carbon copies. Also at 77p + 
VAT the Mircoroller's fme tip rollerball comes into its own 
for precision fine line writing on templates and lettering 
guides. All are available with black, red, blue and green ink 
with stroke widths of between 0.3 to 0.5mm. 

PILOT MECHANICAL PENCELS 

Protege, the Pilot mechanical pencil is aimed at the 
general market and has a soft rubberised grip combined 
with a stylish design. Fixed metal sleeves hold high density 
"Neo-Xu" leads in place for clean lines. It retails at £2.99. 
For professionals with precision work, lhe latest draughting 
pencils in the H56 Series retail at £4.40. Features include a 
fixed 4mm long drawing point to protect the lead, a bal
anced blue barrel wilh ribbed or metal grip, a lead degree 
indicator, and a removable metal pocket clip. The lead size 
indicator is push button and colour coded to ISO standard. 

DALER ROWNEY 

Daler Rowney have introduced the ProMount CFC
free spray adhesive. For environment-conscious 
photographers, designers and artists, the new adhesive con
tains no hannful chlorinated solvents. It has been tested to 
meet professional standards and allow work to be mounted 
and repositioned. Even on thin papers ProMount is non
staining, dries transparent and colourless, and so does not 
visually affect the finished artwork. ProMount has no of
fensive odours. 
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LETRASET STUDIO TAC 
StudioTac from Letraset is a dry adhesive on an A3 pad 

and eliminates messy sprays. The sheets' adhesive is pro
tected by an overlay. By placing copy for paste-up und~ 
the overlay and applying pressure, the copy can be poSI
tioned and repositioned as required and is a must for any 
office. A pad costs £7.50 +VAT. 

STABILO 
STABILOflash is introduced by the makers of 

STABlLO Boss Super Plus, the first refillable commercial 
highlighter. The new highlighter has slim pen-shaped sty le 
with pocket clip and ventilated cap. With its wedge-shaped 
tip, turn it one way and the line width is 4mm: ~m i~ the 
olher way and the line width is lmm -useful for highhght
ing small print. It comes in six colours in boxes of 10 or in 
wallets of four or six assorted shades. Price is SOp+ VAT. 

The STABR..Obal rollerball is the latest addition to the 
Sensor family, already consisting of STABILOsensor, the 
fmeliner with the unique suspension tip and Stabi!Opoint, 
the hard liner for use with carbon copies and carbonless sets. 
With lhe same stylish functional design STABILOball fea
tures a metal encased ceramic ball for smooth writing with 
no blotching or skipping. Available in 0.3mm and 0.5mm 
tips, it retails at 84p +VAT. 

SCHNEIDER FINE LINERS 

Available in 0.4 mm and 0.2 mm line widths 
Schneider's fme liner has an inverted tip to maximum ink 
flow. Its ventilated cap and stainless steel tip setting ensures 
a constant line widlh. The 0.4mm is available in black, red, 
blue and green. 

PENTEL 

For the graphics studio, Pentel Micro Correct with its 
ultra-fine metal tip gives pinpoint precision even over the 
smallest errors The valve. controlled flow ensures even 
coverage of correction fluid over all types of paper, fax, film 
and acetate. Clean and efficient, Micro Correct cannot be 
spilled and will not leak. The self-sealing tip prevents 
drying out or odour leaks, and is priced at £2.10. 

ZIG GLUE 

An adhesive which can be used as a pennanent or 
re-positoned glue, Zig Changing Glue is suitable for all 
paper surfaces. Applied whilst blue, it can be re-positioned 
when clear. For artwork, posters, labels, scrap books and 
photos, its retail price is £1.87 for lOg and £3.71 for 25g, 
wilh broad or fine tips. 
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DAHLE CUTTERS & MATS 

~ahle Cutting Mats have unique markings, pennitting 
a vanety of angles and shapes to be cut. The outer border is 
printed with a 5m grid for right angles; more acute angles 
are marked in the centre, as are various geometric shapes. 
The non-slip mats in three sizes, have a single-sided self
healing cutting surface. Dahle scalpels are supplied in 4 
popular sized blades. Aluminium cutting rules have a steel 
insert along one edge which raises the rule fractionally to 
prevent the cutter from deflecting when the ruler is moved. 

Dahle's 530 and 528 guillotines are specially designed 
for studio use. Long blades accommodate large drawings 
and layouts. The 530 has its own stand. Two scale bars are 
marked in ems, DIN sizes and inches and the table area, 370 
x 550mm, is pre-printed with DIN sizes. Cutting length is 
815cm and thecapacity40sheetsof70 gsm. The528's table 
area is 1185 x 610mm and the cutting length 1066mm; 
capacity stands at 35 sheets. Dahle guillotines range from 
hobby cutters, for small quantities of lightweight material, 
to heavy duty ream cutters with a 55mm capacity. Their 
rotary trimmers more suitable for materials such as thermal 
paper tissue and film, offer cutting lengths ranging from 
230mm to 1300mm. 

FABER CASTELL PORTFOLIOS 

Faber-Castell have introduced a range of Green Line 
portfolios in A2 and A3 sizes. Artwork can be held securely 
in punched pockets in a ring binder mechanism. Light
weight but hard-wearing they are designed for carrying 
landscape artwork. Features include re-inforced corners, 
nylon zip and specially positioned carrying handle. The A2 
portfolios costs £18.50, the A3 £14.80, both ex VAT. 

HANCOCK LTD. LIGHTDOXES 

With a fresh approach, the Studio range of lightboxes 
from Hancock Ltd offers the creative professional some 
significant new features, including a slimline profile, a 
working surface free from clips or snags, and a reflector 
system to distribute light across the diffuser. It also offers 
the clip-fit accessories currently available for the Portable 
range which is known and used worldwide. 

LETRASET COLOUR VISUALS 

The Color Tag system from Letraset is a personal 
desktop unit which transfers colour to black and white 
designs. There is a choice of72 colours, 54 of them Panto ne 
matched. Using no ink or chemicals, the process colours up 
artwork and combines the system with the Letracopy Crea
tive papers and films. It costs £79.95 +VAT. 

METAL HALIDE LA MPS 

DC Lighting for the reprographics and graphics indus
tries have becomes sole distributors for the Sylvania 
printing range of tubular metal halide lamps (TMH). Capa
ble of high energy output per unit length, TMH is available 
in a variety of types to suit specific repro requirements. 
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ESTIA PLANCHESTS 

Estia's new style planchest now comes with all 
wooden fronted drawers. The planchest is AI sized with 5 
deep drawers and co-ordinates with the LTX desking sys
tem. The price is £399.50 inc VAT 

EDDING ART MAT 

Edding's new Art Mat provides non-reflective, non slip 
cutting protection for desk surfaces, and you can choose 
either the grey, black, green or translucent- whichever suits 
your job or mood. The 5mm grid pattern helps when work
ing with steel rulers. The mats come in three sizes 30 x 
45cms, 45 x 60cms, and 60 x 90cms: they are age resistant 
laminated PVC which "heals itself"- from pressure or cut
ting marks. The translucent one is useful when working 
over light tables. A new mat needs a new studio knife with 
flxed or retractable blades in ceramic or metal for delicate 
or heavy duty applications. 

DESK TOP MAPPING & PUBLISHING 

AGFA LASER IMAGESETTER 

At under £30,000 the Agfa Accuset will appeal to 
designers, service bureaux, etc. With its flve output resolu
tions of 600, 1200, 1800, 1400 and 3000 dpi it comes with 
a variety of PostScript RIPs. Accuset represents a new 
generation of imagesetters featuring technical advances in 
optics, media transport systems, and the laser. The 84 pica 
14" page width output is for larger jobs and it can rotate 
pages. Designed for day light use, the system features a 250' 
supply cassette and a 50' take-up cassette. 

THERMAL WAX COLOUR PRINTERS 

Designed for shared use, the Phaser 200i and Phaser 
200e - Tektronix's latest generation of Adobe PostScript 
Level 2 thermal wax colour printers -print at two pages per 
minute in colour. Priced at £3,495 (plus VA1) for the Phaser 
200e and £5,995 (+VAT) for the 200i, the printers' output 
is at 300dpi, and their speed for black and white is four 
pages per minute. The patented ColorCoat teclmique ap
plies a primer coat before the CYM passes. Phasers are 
desisned to be shared and provide parallel, serial and Ap
pleTalk ports with auto switching among each of the 
interfaces. Unix TCP/IP and Digital VAX/VMS connectiv
ity is available via the Tektronix 5411A network interface. 

ROCKETSHARE MULTI-PROCESSING 

An advanced co-operative multi-processing software 
RockctShare is an extension to Apple's System 7, allowing 
the simultaneous use of both a Macintosh II (orQuadra) and 
Rocket processors for high end publishing, graphic design 
and CAD/CAM. Taking advantage of original processor 
investment, RocketShare allows the user to run any appli
cation in a foreground-background mode. For instance, one 
page of a layout can be edited while a PostScript RIP 
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processes a different page in the background. Anything that 
ties up the Mac for long periods can be off-loaded onto the 
Rocket while a second session is run on the Mac. Running 
Adobe PhotoShop frees the Mac for other work, in addition 
it can divide the processing for individual programmes. 
And the distributed processing communicates over NuB us 
instead ofEthemet or LocalTalk. 

DESKTOPIMAGESETTER 

The ECRM Scriptsetter I is a true desktop PostScript 
compatible imagesetter. At £14,000 for output engine and 
software RIP it brings imagesetting in-house as an exten
sion of DTP. The user is able to select pairs of output 
resolutions from 600dpi to 2540dpi. Depending on the 
resolution the Scriptsetter can then output at speeds up to 
17.33 ins per minute. ECRM offers either a PC based or 
Mac-based RIP to receive PostScript files from a variety 
of electronic graphics and page composition systems, it will 
then produce page images on photographic film or paper. 

CAD MAPPING & MODELLING 

PanTerra, from Ground Modelling Svstems, is capable 
of manipulating 100 000 000 records within a single seam
less model, yet it is equally suited to the smallest site survey. 
Because of its modular design the user selects modules to 
suit application and budget, while the unified database 
structure allows the system to be developed and extended 
as required. Modules included GIS, land parcels, road de
sign, building layout, interactive string editing, etc. 

RADIUS COLOUR DISPLAY 

The Radius PrecisionColor Pivot is the first multifre
quency pivoting colour display to work with both IBM PC 
compatibles and Mac computers. Its 15" display delivers a 
full-page view of colour docwnents in either portrait or 
landscape orientation. The widespread use of Microsoft 
Windows and the Mac graphical users interface (GUI) are 
driving the need for better display capabilities. Larger 
screen areas (35% more viewing and 65% more pixel 
information), higher resolutions. faster graphics perform
ances and multi-tasking are essential for WYSIWYG WP 
and DTP. The PrecisionColor Display is available now at a 
suggested list price of£ 1,095. 

PrecisionColor 8Xj from Radius is an accelerated 8-bit 
colour-page interface card for Mac 11 computers, costing 
£599. It displays up to 256 colours on screen in resolutions 
of 640 x 480 up to 1152 x 882. The software boosts graphics 
performance with a custom application Specific Integrared 
Circuit chip that accelerates QuickDraw functions and 
screen performance by up to 600%. It drives all Radius and 
Apple colour displays and various third party monitors. 
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Hill-lovers foster the trigs of the trade 
Britons have stwnbled into an eccentric and hitherto 

hidden love affair to rival their affection for Coronation 
Street and pets. 

When mapping technology made 4,900 triangulation 
pillars redundant, the Ordnance Survey considered remov
ing each of the 4ft pyramids dotting the countryside. But an 
adopt-a-trig-pillar scheme was launched instead, and more 
than 1,000 people have so far volunteered to foster the 
stubby landmarks. 

The trigs - mainly made of concrete, though some are 
of stone- are scattered throughout the country, from the top 
of Snowdon to below sea level in the Norfolk fens. From 
the Thirties until satellite technology recently replaced 
them, they have helped map-makers by providing a solid 
base for theodolites to measure angles and distances. 

The trigs often evoke strong memories. Terry Bames 
of Lancaster wants to look after the trig on Helvellyn in the 
Lake District. 'My mother, Elizabeth, loved fell walking 
and wanted her ashes scattered on high ground, so I put her 
inside the trig. I feel a deep attachment to it Whenever I am 
up there I feel Mwn is there'. 

A troop of Yorkshire boy scouts has offered to look 
after 100 trigs to thank the OS for its maps. Particular 
interest has been expressed in pillars in the Lake District, 
the Peak District, the Scottish Highlands and the Brecon 
Beacon. All the OS requires is that the trig is kept in good 
condition, periodically painted, and the concrete repainted. 
The fust handover should happen this year, when the OS 
completes discussions with the National Farmers' Union 
and the Countcy Landowners' Association. 

Not everyone agrees the points should be protected. 
Jim Martin, chairman of the Dartmoor Preservation Society, 
has a deep dislike for the one on Believer Tor, near Prince
town. 

'I think it's a monstrosity. We ought to get rid of those 
in national parks. There is always somebody wanting to 
adopt something. If you had a dog with five legs they would 
want to adopt it 

The OS will retain 1,270 points because they can be 
linked into the new satellite system. OS spokeswoman 
Wendy Fellingham said those not adopted may eventually 
be removed. 

Readers who would like to adopt a trig point should 
write to: Ordnance Survey, Romsey Road, Maybush, 
Southrunpton. S09 4DH, or ring 0703 792635. 
from the Observer 
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